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http://www.bbc.co.uk/apps/ifl/worldservice/quiznet/quizengine?ContentType=text/html;quiz=1310_ed_ing 
 
Quiz topic: Adjectives with +ing and +ed 
 
1. I'm not very ______ in history. 
 
a) interest 
b) interesting 
c) interested 
d) none of the above 
 
2. I don't like romantic movies. They _____ me. 
 
a) bore 
b) boring 
c) bored 
d) none of the above 
 
3. We never eat at that restaurant. We think the food is ______ . 
 
a) disgust 
b) disgusting 
c) disgusted 
d) none of the above 
 
4. I don't like the way she laughs. She laughs very _____ . 
 
a) annoy 
b) annoying 
c) annoyed 
d) none of the above 
 
5. This film isn't suitable for children. It's too ________ . 
 
a) frighten 
b) frightened 
c) frightening 
d) none of the above 
 
6. You've got a new job? You must be very _____ ! 
 
a) excite 
b) excited 
c) exciting 
d) none of the above 
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Answers 
 
 
1. I'm not very ______ in history. 
 
a) interest 
b) interesting 
c) interested 
d) none of the above 
 
a) 'interest' is a noun or a verb. We need an adjective here. 
b) History is not very interesting. I am not very _____ in history. 
c) 'interested' is the correct answer. 
d) One of these answers is correct! 
 
 
 
2. I don't like romantic movies. They _____ me. 
 
a) bore 
b) boring 
c) bored 
d) none of the above 
 
a) 'bore' is the correct answer. 
b) 'boring' is an adjective. We need a verb here. 
c) 'bored' is an adjective or a verb in the simple past tense. We need a verb in the 
simple present tense. 
d) One of these answers is correct! 
 
 
 
3. We never eat at that restaurant. We think the food is ______ . 
 
a) disgust 
b) disgusting 
c) disgusted 
d) none of the above 
 
a) 'disgust' is a noun or a verb. We need an adjective here. 
b) 'disgusting' is the correct answer. 
c) We are disgusted. The food is ________ . 
d) One of these answers is correct! 
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4. I don't like the way she laughs. She laughs very _____ . 
 
a) annoy 
b) annoying 
c) annoyed 
d) none of the above 
 
a) 'annoy' is a verb. We need an adverb here. 
b) 'annoying' is an adjective. We need an adverb here. 
c) 'annoyed' is an adjective or a verb in the simple past tense. We need an adverb here. 
d) 'None of the above' is the correct answer. We need the adverb form, 
'annoyingly'. 
 
 
 
5. This film isn't suitable for children. It's too ________ . 
 
a) frighten 
b) frightened 
c) frightening 
d) none of the above 
 
a) 'frighten' is a verb. We need an adjective here. 
b) The children are frightened. The film is _______ . 
c) 'frightening' is the correct answer. 
d) One of these answers is correct! 
 
 
 
6. You've got a new job? You must be very _____ ! 
 
a) excite 
b) excited 
c) exciting 
d) none of the above 
 
a) 'excite' is a verb. We need an adjective here. 
b) 'excited' is the correct answer. 
c) The new job is exciting. You are _______ . 
d) One of these answers is correct! 
 


